
 
Resistance bands set from Cayman Fitness Products is sold at amazing 30% off

Satisfied Customers Give Cayman Fitness Products
Resistance Bands Positive Reviews
M Marketing October 14, 2014

Cayman Fitness Products' high
quality Resistance Bands from
trusted sporting apparel seller
is gaining positive accolades
from its customers. They are
now offering their resistance
bands set at a 40% discount.

(Newswire.net -- October 14, 2014) Miami, FL -- Since the Resistance Bands debuted on the sports and outdoor
section of Amazon, it seems as if customers are satisfied as they have been giving it 5 star ratings and positive
reviews.

 

“These bands are working out great for me” and “we are impressed with both the quality and variety of the workout
bands” are some of the things that customers have been saying about Resistance Bands Set from Cayman Fitness
Products. There seems to be only a consensus of positive praises and reviews available on the seller’s page thus
showing why it is alleged as the leading product of choice for exercise available on Amazon.

 

The product is now being sold at $35.95 which means that there is a 40% discount if the product is purchased now.
The initial price of the product was $59.95, which gives total savings of $24 to customers. This discount and saving
seems to be among the reasons why this product is so attractive to many exercise enthusiasts.

 

The resistance bands set comes in 5 bands of different colors with cushion handles, neoprene cushion ankle straps, a
sturdy door anchor, and carrying bag. There is also a downloadable, quick start e-guide which is acclaimed to help its
users get the most out of the product by following instructions from professional fitness experts.

 

There is also a “no questions asked” 90 day warranty for the product in case the customer is not satisfied and their
Lifetime Free Access to the Members Club will not be made null and void. This product seems to be putting a lot of
persons on their way to achieving that toned beach body that they have dreamed of as those that have bought it
appear to be wearing that bag everywhere.

 

Cayman Fitness Product is offering all new customers $5 off their first order of Resistance Bands on Amazon.com
with coupon code - CAYM5 - visit the link below to redeem.

 

http://www.amazon.com/Cayman-Fitness-Resistance-Questions-Guarantee/dp/B00JYDSWJ0/=ref=sr_1_10?
ie=UTF8&qid=1408588270&sr=8-10&keywords=resistance+bands+set
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Cayman Fitness Products is an Amazon Sports & Outdoors Store that is offering a wide array of services for sports
and outdoor enthusiasts. Only quality outdoors and sporting goods are sold by the company online, which means that
irrespective of the kind of equipment being sought, the company provides only the best for its customers.

Cayman Fitness Products

382 NE 191st St #46634
Miami, FL United States  33179
800-450-3654
bothachiro@yahoo.com
http://caymanfitness.com/
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